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A number of genetic factors such as gender and hair colour have been associated with pain. ABO blood types have been linked 
to a diverse range of diseases such as various types of cancer, but only two studies have investigated a possible link between 
ABO blood types and pain. Thus, the aim of this study was to investigate if an association exists between a certain blood type 

and post-operative pain. Patients (18–40 years) who had an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction at Aalborg University 
Hospital, Aalborg, Denmark between January 2012 and August 2017 were included in this retrospective study. Blood type and post-
operative analgesic use were extracted from the patients’ medical journals. The post-operative analgesics were converted to 
milligrams of morphine using equivalent doses for comparison between blood types and consumption of the analgesics. Sixty-six 
patients undergoing ACL reconstruction were divided into blood types A, B or O. None of the enrolled patients had AB blood type. No 
significant difference was found between a certain blood type and the amount of post-operative analgesics consumed (p=0.517). 
Findings from this study demonstrated that patients undergoing ACL reconstruction with blood types A, B and O were not significantly 
different concerning consumption of post-operative analgesics. 
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Acute pain is defined as an ‘unpleasant, complex, dynamic psychophysiological response to tissue 

damage, disease or inflammation’,1–3 and often lasts for a short period.1,4 Its biological function is 

to minimise behaviours that may lead to reduced tissue healing.1,5 When patients are recovering 

from a surgery, uncontrolled acute post-operative pain often occurs, which can be damaging.1 

Even though the understanding of pain mechanisms and the treatment of post-operative pain 

have improved over the years, uncontrolled post-operative pain has remained a huge health care 

problem.6,7 In the United States, it is estimated that up to 80% of the patients undergoing any kind 

of surgery report inadequate post-operative pain relief despite optimal use of oral opioids and non-

opioid agents.2,4,6,8 Seventy-five percent of those reported the level of pain to be moderate, severe 

or extreme.9 Acute post-operative pain leads to a number of negative consequences including 

slow recovery, increased stress and anxiety, prolonged opioid use and decreased quality of life to 

mention a few.6,10

A study by Gerbershagen et al. 20137 investigated post-operative pain among 50,199 patients and 

179 different surgical procedures and found that patients who underwent orthopaedic surgeries 

were among those with the highest level of post-operative pain. The intensity of pain, as measured 

on a numeric rating scale (0–10) indicated a mean level of 5.41 for patients with an anterior 

cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction.7 ACL injuries are common and approximately 2,500 ACL 

reconstructions were performed in Denmark in 2015.11 They are usually related to sports and 

affect younger people in most cases.11–13 Shortly explained, an ACL reconstruction begins with 

harvesting of a graft, often a hamstring tendon graft. Afterwards, a tunnel is drilled into tibia and 

femur at the insertion points, which are placed near the anatomic ACL insertion points. Lastly, 

the graft is placed. The aim of the operation is to eliminate knee instability in patients affected by 

ACL rupture.14

A number of risk factors associated with acute post-operative pain have been identified. It is 

a complex interaction between many factors, which roughly can be divided into genetic and 

environmental factors.15–18 Different genes including the catechol-O-methyl-transferase and  GTP 

cyclohydrolase genes are found important in the development of post-operative pain.19,20 Other 

genetic factors such as gender, ethnicity and hair colour are also associated with pain sensitivity.21–23 

For instance, female gender and people of younger age were found to be associated with higher 

post-operative pain scores.17 Therefore, these factors must be considered when planning post-

operative medication plans. A less studied factor is the association between acute post-operative 

pain and ABO blood types. 

DOI: https://doi.org/10.17925/ENR.2018.13.1.38
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The ABO blood system consists of four blood types: A, B, AB and O, 

inherited through genes on chromosome 9 at 9q34.1 and 9q34.2.24–26 

Antigens encoded by the ABO locus define the blood types.26,27 The 

ABO locus has three allelic forms: A, B and O, where the A and B alleles 

encode for specific glycosyltransferases, which catalyse the transfer of 

carbohydrates, N-acetylgalactosamine or D-galactose to an H antigen 

producing A antigen or/and B antigen, respectively.26,28 The O allele 

encodes for a glycosyltransferase, which is inactive and therefore the 

H antigen remains unchanged and no antigens are produced.24,26–28 

The presence or lack of antigen A or/and antigen B in red blood cells 

determines which blood type an individual will have. If antigen A or 

antigen B is present in the red blood cells, the person presents with 

blood type A and B respectively, whereas if both antigen A and antigen B 

are present or absent in the red blood cells, then the individual will have 

blood type AB and O respectively.24

The blood types are unequally distributed among different populations.26 

However, blood type O is the most common blood type among all 

populations (White non-Hispanic, Hispanic, Black non-Hispanic, Asian 

and North American Indian). The ABO blood type distribution for 

White non-Hispanic individuals are: O: 45.2%, A: 39.7%, B: 10.9% and  

AB: 4.2%.29

ABO blood type has been linked to a number of diseases, such as various 

types of cancer and musculoskeletal diseases.24,28,30–32 To our knowledge, 

no studies have investigated if a certain blood type is associated with 

developing post-operative pain. However, two studies investigated the 

association between blood type and experimental-induced pain induced by 

a cold pressor test. The first study found no significant difference between 

blood types and experimental-induced pain in healthy volunteers,33 

whereas the second study found a difference between the blood types.34 

Therefore, the aim of this retrospective study was to investigate if any 

associations exist between ABO blood types and acute post-operative 

pain in patients who have been through an ACL reconstruction. This was 

done by accessing the amount of received post-operative medication 

and comparing it among the patients with various blood types. It was 

hypothesised that patients with different ABO blood types would present 

different amounts of post-operative medication, thereby indirectly 

reflecting having different intensities of acute post-operative pain.

Methods
Study population and design
The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency and is 

covered under the region of Northern Jutland’s umbrella-report (approval 

ID: 2017-192). A health care professional from Aalborg University Hospital, 

Aalborg, Denmark provided a list of all the patients who had an ACL 

reconstruction at the hospital over a time-period of January 2012 to August 

2017. This retrospective study was performed by accessing the journals of 

481 patients. The list contained patients’ name, civil registration number 

(CPR-number), production hospital (Aalborg University Hospital), operation 

date, operation code (KNGE45), operation ward (same-day operation) and 

the patient’s phone number. A number of inclusion and exclusion criteria 

were applied to include eligible patients’ journals for this study (Table 1). 

Patients in the age range of 18–40 years were included in the study. The 

patients’ medical data were extracted by using the patient CPR-number 

to access their medical journals in Clinical Suite (version 16.0.5, 2016, 

CSC Scandihealth, Denmark). The patients’ gender, age at the operation 

date, blood type and the data from their anaesthesia scheme used under 

the operation were extracted. 

The data extracted from the anaesthesia scheme included pre-

operation medication, daily medication, post-operative medication 

and if available, weight, height, alcohol intake and smoking status. 

Regarding use of post-operative medication, only analgesics were 

included based on the purpose of this study. The surgery description 

was examined and only patients with hamstring tendon grafts were 

included. Patients operated with a bone-patellar-tendon-bone (BPTB) 

graft were not included since a study found that BPTB grafts were 

associated with higher knee pain.35 Afterwards, the patients’ medical 

journals were examined for several conditions including cancer, 

neurologic, cardiovascular, hormone, intestine and psychological 

conditions. If the patients were diagnosed with some of these 

conditions they were excluded from the study. Lastly, if the patients 

were taking analgesics on a daily basis they were excluded as well. 

After application of these required restrictions, 415 patients were 

excluded from the study (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Flow diagram for included patients.

Exclusion from the study was due to age, missing information, use of patellar graft, 
daily intake of analgesic and suffering from one of the exclusion diseases.  
n = number of participants. Blood types are indicated as A, B, O and AB.

Table 1: Inclusion and exclusion criteria for including eligible 
patients’ journals 

Inclusion criteria: 

ACL reconstruction

Age: 18–40 years

Essential information: 

•  Gender

•  Blood type

•  Anaesthesia scheme from the ACL reconstruction including pre-operative, 

daily and post-operative medication

•  Surgery description

Exclusion criteria:

•  Unavailability of essential information (according to inclusion criteria)

•  Use of other grafts, then hamstring grafts

•  Suffering from cancer, neurologic, cardiovascular, hormone, intestine or 

psychological conditions

•  Daily intake of analgesics 

ACL = anterior cruciate ligament.

Patients
n=481

Patients included
n=66

A
n=23

B
n=6

O
n=37

AB
n=0

Excluded (n=415)

• Age (n=105)

• Missing blood type (n=220)

• Missing anaesthesia scheme
 (n=75)

• Use of patellar graft (n=5)

• Daily intake of analgesic (n=2)

• Suffering from diseases (n=8)
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The 66 patients included in the study were anonymised after the medical 

data were extracted. Twenty-one of the patients had meniscus surgery 

contemporary with the ACL reconstruction but they were not excluded.

The amount of post-operative analgesics, and thereby indirectly the 

intensities of post-operative pain, was obtained during the patients’ stay 

on the recovery ward right after the ACL reconstruction, often only a few 

hours. Morphine equivalents were used to calculate the amount of post-

operative analgesics for each patient to compare post-operative pain in 

terms of consumption of post-operative analgesics of the different blood 

types. This type of calculation has already been used in a similar case.7 

The conversion factors used to calculate the amount of post-operative 

analgesics to milligrams (mg) of oral morphine are shown in Table 2.

Due to the fact that no equivalent dose for ibuprofen was found in the 

literature, ibuprofen was not included in the calculation of the post-

operative analgesics doses to avoid any improper calculation. 

Statistics
Microsoft Excel (version 14.0.7190.5000, 2010, Microsoft, Seattle, 

WA, US) was used to fill in data and SPSS software (version 24, IBM, 

Armonk, NY, US) was used to perform the statistical analysis. All data 

were tested for normality with the use of the Shapiro-Wilk test. The data 

were non-normally distributed. Therefore, a Mann-Whitney U analysis 

was used to test whether post-operative analgesic doses for patients 

that had a meniscus surgery contemporary with the ACL reconstruction 

differed from those who only had an ACL reconstruction. Afterwards, a 

Kruskal-Wallis analysis was performed to answer the primary research 

question – as if a difference between the various blood types and the 

amounts of post-operative analgesics consumed, indirectly reflecting 

different intensities of acute post-operative pain, existed. Lastly, to 

test whether gender differences in the measured parameters existed, 

a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by a least significant 

difference (LSD) post-hoc analysis was performed. Data were considered 

statistically significant with p-value <0.05. 

Results
Demographic characteristics 
Sixty-six patients who had an ACL reconstruction at Aalborg University 

Hospital from January 2012 to August 2017 were included in this 

retrospective study. Blood types of patients were distributed as A: 

34.85%, B: 9.09%, O: 56.06%, and AB: 0%. It is worth mentioning that 

only 5% of the Danish population present with blood type AB.40 There 

were more women (57.58%) than men (42.42%). The median age of the 

patients was 24 years: the youngest patient was 18 years old and the 

oldest was 37 years old. 

Demographic data and medication characteristics such as gender, age, 

alcohol consumption, smoking status, daily medication and meniscus 

surgery at the same time as the ACL reconstruction, in relation to blood 

type are presented in Table 3.

Eighteen patients received medication on a daily basis, only three of 

them were men. Most of the medications registered were contraceptive 

pills or medication for allergic reactions. Only patients who consumed 

more alcohol than the recommendations made by the Danish Health 

Authority (i.e. 7 units for women, and 14 units for men)41 were included 

as ‘yes’ in Table 3. Eleven patients had missing smoking status, which 

indicates that the percentages of smokers may be higher than what is 

presented. The same applies for alcohol consumption where values for 

12 patients were missing. 

Most of the patients received 1,000 mg paracetamol and 400 mg ibuprofen 

pre-operatively, except for six patients who received paracetamol alone. 

Furthermore, one patient did not receive any pre-operative medication 

due to not being able to swallow the pills. 

The equivalent calculated amount of post-operative analgesics for each 

blood type is presented in Figure 2. 

Furthermore, 10 patients received 400 mg of ibuprofen post-operatively, 

but ibuprofen was not taken into account due to lack of equivalent 

doses of morphine for ibuprofen in the literature. These 10 patients were 

identified with blood type A: 3 (13.04%), B: 1 (16.67%), and O: 6 (16.22%).

Blood type and post-operative pain
No significant difference was found between the amount of post-

operative analgesics consumed and contemporary meniscus surgery 

in the Mann-Whitney U analysis (p=0.374). Therefore, all patients were 

included for the Kruskal-Wallis analysis. The median values of the 

received post-operative analgesics indicated a difference between the 

ABO blood types (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Calculated amount of post-operative analgesics 
among blood types A, B and O.

The post-operative analgesics were converted to milligrams of morphine using 
equivalent doses for comparison between blood types and consumption of the 
analgesics. This box plot presents calculated amount of post-operative analgesics (mg) 
among blood types A, B and O (median ± IQR). The central rectangle spans the first 
quartile to the third quartile (IQR). The segment inside the rectangle shows the median 
and whiskers above the boxes show the locations of the maximum amount consumed.  
IQR = interquartile range; mg = milligrams.
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Table 2: Equivalent doses for 30 mg of oral morphine7,36–39 

Drug agent (administration route) Equivalents to 30 mg oral morphine

Morphine (oral) 30 mg

Morphine (IV) 10 mg

Fentanyl (IV) 0.1 mg

Ketobemidone (IV) 7.5 mg

Ketorolac (IV) 25 mg

Pethidine (IV) 50 mg

Tradolan (oral) 150 mg

Paracetamol (oral) 4,200 mg

The patients received different post-operative analgesic agents at the recovery ward 
and to compare the doses, conversion factors were used to calculate the doses to mg 
of oral morphine. The medications were given either orally or intravenously, which is 
presented in italics. 
IV = intravenous; mg = milligrams.
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However, the Kruskal-Wallis analysis showed no significant difference 

between blood type and post-operative pain, measured in amount of post-

operative analgesics used (overall p=0.517). Although the mean ranks of 

the Kruskal-Wallis analysis of 30.17, 31.75 and 35.85 for blood types A, B 

and O, respectively indicated that there was a difference between blood 

type A and O (p=0.256), and B and O (p=0.647), the differences were not 

significant. Furthermore, the median values for received post-operative 

analgesics indicated that blood types A and B were different from each 

other, this was however not significant (p=0.891).

Blood type, post-operative pain and gender
The two-way ANOVA showed no significant gender difference (overall 

p=0.179). The mean amount of analgesics among blood type A was  

22.21 mg and 13.07 mg for men and women, respectively. These 

indicated that men received a larger amount of post-operative 

analgesics than women. However, the LSD post-hoc analysis revealed 

that the difference was not significant (p=0.206). The same tendency was 

observed for patients with blood type B. The means for blood type B 

were 24.00 mg and 12.32 mg for men and women, respectively, but they 

were not significantly different from each other (p=0.395). Among blood 

type O, the amount of post-operative analgesics for men and women 

were closer related, with means of 20.80 mg and 19.52 mg for men and 

women, respectively (p=0.805). 

Discussion
This retrospective study investigated whether an association could be 

identified between a certain blood type and post-operative pain. Pain 

intensity is normally measured on a visual analogue scale (VAS). However, 

VAS scores were not available for a large proportion of the patients in the 

present study. Therefore, post-operative pain was considered based on 

the amount of consumed analgesics, which indirectly reflected different 

intensities of post-operative pain. To make this factor comparable among 

the patients on different analgesics, the amount of each compound was 

converted to number of milligram of oral morphine based on equivalent 

doses available in the literature.7,36–39 Findings from this study did not 

demonstrate any significant difference among blood types A, B and O in 

terms of consumption of post-operative pain analgesics. However, some 

tendencies were observable. 

 

Blood type and post-operative pain
Overall, this study found no significant difference between blood types 

A, B and O and post-operative analgesic use. Even though the groups 

were not significantly different from each other, a tendency for a larger 

amount of post-operative analgesics was observed among patients with 

blood type O as compared with patients with non-O blood types (p=0.256 

and 0.647 for blood types A–O and B–O respectively). Blood types A and 

B were closely related (p=0.891). 

Two studies investigated the association between pain and blood type 

on healthy volunteers using a cold pressor test.33,34 One study found 

a significant difference in baseline pressure pain thresholds among 

the ABO blood types. Blood type B had the highest and blood type AB 

had the lowest thresholds.34 If these findings can be translated into 

clinical pain states then it is expected that the patients with blood 

type B should receive a significantly lower amount of post-operative 

analgesics than patients with other blood types. This was, however, 

not the case in the present study. These findings can be due to 

several factors, for example, post-operative patients present different  

features than healthy volunteers in a short-term pain model.  

Another point to consider is the equal number of participants 

Table 3: Demographic and medication characteristics of the study participants (n=66)

Features A B O

Gender, n (%)

 Women

 Men

16 (69.57)

7 (30.43)

4 (66.67)

2 (33.33)

18 (48.65)

19 (51.35)

Age, years

 Median age (minimum–maximum) 24.0 (18.0–35.0) 22.5 (20.0–31.0) 24.0 (18.0–37.0)

Smoking status, n (%)

 Yes

 No

 Previously 

 Missing values

3 (13.04)

16 (69.57)

1 (4.35)

3 (13.04)

0 (0.00)

4 (66.67)

1 (16.67)

1 (16.67)

6 (16.22)

23 (62.16)

1 (2.70)

7 (18.92)

Alcohol, n (%)

 Yes

 No

 Missing values

1 (4.34)

19 (82.61)

3 (13.04)

0 (0.00)

5 (83.33)

1 (16.67)

0 (0.00)

29 (78.38)

8 (21.62)

BMI, Median (minimum–maximum) 24.84 (19.00–29.39) 23.57 (19.00–27.22) 24.09 (19.73–32.69)

Pre-operative medication, n (%)

 Paracetamol and ibuprofen

 Only paracetamol

 None

19 (82.61)

3 (13.04)

1 (4.34)

6 (100.00)

0 (0.00)

0 (0.00)

34 (91.89)

3 (8.11)

0 (0.00)

Daily medication, n (%)

 Yes

 No 

4 (17.39)

19 (82.61)

2 (33.33)

4 (66.67)

12 (32.43)

25 (67.57)

Meniscus surgery, n (%)

 Yes

 No

8 (34.78)

15 (65.22)

3 (50.00)

3 (50.00)

10 (27.03)

17 (72.97) 

Blood types are indicated as: A, B, and O. Number (n) outside brackets, and percentages (%) are given inside brackets. Percentages may not add up to 100.00% because of 
rounding. BMI = body mass index.
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within each blood type for comparison, which was not achieved in 

this retrospective study. Generally, prospective cohorts that allow 

controllable inclusion of subjects for a certain purpose would yield 

more reliable results than retrospective data mining studies with 

already collected data for other purposes. However, since the global 

distribution of ABO blood types is unequal, it might still be difficult 

to include an equal distribution of patients within each blood type in 

prospective studies.29 In line with this, blood type AB was not included 

in this study due to the low distribution of this blood type in Northern 

Europe and therefore it is impossible to predict if similar results could 

have been found if that blood type group could have been included. 

Sample size is also another interfering factor. To identify differences, 

a larger sample size is required. Small sample size populations can 

present a higher variation to the point that only tendencies could  

be observed. 

The other study33 that investigated a potential association between 

pain and blood type found no significant difference between blood 

types A, B and O and pressure pain thresholds. This study33 had no 

blood type AB due to too few participants and ended with an unequal 

distribution among the blood types, which braces the theory that an 

unequal distribution of the participants among the blood types could 

have generated the non-significant results. In addition, smoking and 

alcohol consumption might have affected the results. Current smoking 

status has previously been associated with higher pain intensities 

and lower pain thresholds than non-smokers.42–44 Furthermore, a 

study investigated the smoking habits among 10,386 blood donors 

and found no association between blood type and smoking.45 If these 

findings can be translated to the present study then smokers should 

have received a larger amount of post-operative analgesics, although 

it was not taken in to consideration for the current analysis. Blood type 

O had the largest percentage of smokers among the blood types in 

this study, which may have affected the results. The larger need for 

post-operative analgesics for patients with blood type O could also 

be caused by this factor. In addition, blood type O was the group with 

the highest percentage of missing values (18.92%), which indicates 

that the results might have been skewed. Alcohol consumption over 

the recommended quantity has previously been found associated 

with higher post-operative opioid intake.46 In addition, a study has 

found an association between blood type A and alcoholism.47 Alcohol 

consumption was not a large issue in the present study as only one 

patient reported drinking more than the recommended quantity (i.e. 7 

units for women and 14 units for men). Interestingly, the patient had 

blood type A. The biggest limitation according to alcohol consumption 

was that 18.18% of the patients in the study had missing values for 

alcohol consumption, which might have influenced the results due to 

a possible skewness generated from these missing values. 

Blood type, post-operative pain and gender
Overall, no significant gender difference was found in association 

with post-operative analgesic use within each blood type. A recent 

study has found a significant gender difference, with men having 

higher pressure pain thresholds than women among those with blood 

type B.34 Hence, the present study expected a significant difference 

between genders, with women receiving a larger amount of post-

operative analgesics than men. However, this was not the case; a 

tendency was observed of men receiving a larger amount of post-

operative analgesics than women among those with blood types A 

and B. One must consider that blood type O had a higher percentage 

of men than women (Table 3), the opposite of both A and B, and this 

might have affected the results.

The unequal distribution of men and women within each blood type as 

well as other factors including daily medication might have affected the 

results of the present study. Larger cohorts can reveal if this finding is a 

false negative or positively true. 

Potential underlying mechanisms of the association 
between blood type and the amount of post-
operative analgesics
The particular design of this study does not allow for determining 

potential underlying mechanisms that can cause some of the tendencies 

observed in regard to blood type and amount of analgesics used in post-

operative patients. Some hypotheses, however, have been put forward 

based on the previous findings in the literature. For instance, certain 

dietary options have been proposed based on blood types. The diet for 

individuals with blood type O included a lot of animal protein whereas 

the diet for individuals with blood type A includes a vegetarian diet type 

with fruit and vegetables being the major components. The diet for 

individuals with blood type B proposes a large amount of dairy products 

and individuals with blood type AB have been proposed to follow a 

diet combining the diet for blood type A and B, which includes a large 

amount of fruit and vegetables and dairy products.48 Studies have found 

that a reduction in intake of poorly absorbed, short-chain carbohydrates 

including lactose, free fructose, and galacto-oligosaccharides resulted 

in a significant decline in pain (measured as VAS score) in chronic pain 

patients49 and a high-fat diet has been found associated with increased 

pain behaviour in rats.50 It is impossible to discern which diet the patients 

enrolled in this retrospective study have followed, but it is not unlikely 

that some patients have been on a particular diet or ABO-blood type diet 

that might have influenced their pain and thereby need for analgesics. 

It would be valuable to consider this point for future studies of pain 

research and ABO blood type association with pathogenesis including 

pain. Another theory is that glycosyltransferases involved in synthesis of 

ABO blood type may contribute to different nociceptive patterns as the 

glycosyltransferases also are involved in nerve myelination.51–53

Study limitations and future perspectives
There are some limitations to this study that one needs to consider before 

drawing any firm conclusion. The study was a retrospective study and this 

may introduce some bias in the outcome. This limitation is due to the fact 

that retrospective studies provide data that have not been collected for 

a certain hypothesis and thus many variables that can be included and 

controlled in prospective studies would be lacking. The relative small 

sample size and the unequal number of patients in each blood type 

might have influenced the power of this study. However, this limitation is 

not limited to the present study, as it actually originates from an unequal 

global distribution of the various blood types.29 It turned out that none of 

the included patients presented with blood type AB and only 9.09% of the 

participants presented with type B, which is close to the global distribution 

of 10.9%.29 As the first clinical study, it was still worthwhile to attempt to 

identify if any association exists between ABO blood groups and post-

operative pain to stimulate further interest for conduction of larger cohorts.

The amounts of post-operative analgesics were calculated to oral 

morphine with the help of equivalent doses, and due to no existence of an 

equivalent dose of ibuprofen to morphine, ibuprofen was not incorporated 

in the analysis. The calculation of post-operative analgesics may itself have 

influenced the results but leaving out the ibuprofen may have also twisted 

the outcome. As this study only tested the post-operative pain right after 

an ACL reconstruction, it is difficult to know if the type and amount of 

medication given under the surgery could have affected the received 

amount of post-operative analgesics. As mentioned earlier, this study 
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carried many missing values for smoking status and alcohol consumption, 

which may also have influenced the findings. If a similar study were to 

be performed, it would be preferable with an equal sample size among 

the blood types considering equal number from each gender. In addition, 

it would be interesting to investigate post-operative pain within another 

patient group where the patients were hospitalized for a longer period, 

though with less comorbidities that require them to consume non-

analgesic medications. Furthermore, VAS scores for the intensity of post-

operative pain can also be useful to include in future studies. This would 

directly indicate the pain intensity compared with the indirect method 

used in the present study, i.e. by calculating the amount of post-operative 

analgesics use, which was due to lack of accessibility to VAS data. 

Conclusion
This study found no significant difference between post-operative 

pain – measured indirectly by the amount of post-operative analgesics 

consumed – and blood types A, B and O in patients who had an ACL 

reconstruction. However, a tendency was observed with a larger amount 

of post-operative analgesics consumed by patients with blood type O 

than patients with non-O blood types. No significant difference between 

genders was found, but a tendency of men receiving a larger amount 

of post-operative analgesics than women was found in blood types A 

and B. To verify the results, further research is needed, as this study had 

some limitations e.g. small sample size, some missing data, and unequal 

distribution of patients among the blood types.  
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